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irst off, let’s be clear: this is NOT an official list of the 
best young Francophone comic artists of our time. Besides, 
who are we to compile such a list and on what criteria would 
we base it: copies sold? Prizes and awards? Number of transla-
tions? Length of the queue at signings? No, this is a subjective 
selection of 15 authors — in reference to the number of years 
the Lyon Comics Festival has existed — whose purpose is to 
provide a glimpse into the richness and variety of the next gen-
eration of French comics.

 
Many could and should have been included but aren’t, 

simply for lack of space: Marion Fayolle, Simon Roussin, Max 
de Radiguès, Delphine Panique, Jérémie Moreau, Matthias 
Picard, Emilie Gleason, Mathilde Van Gheluwe, Victor Hus-
senot, Alexandre Clérisse, Nine Antico, Marie Avril, Priscilla 
Horviller, Sophie Guerrive and Jules Stromboni — to name 
but a few. We hope they can forgive us. 

And since the aim is to showcase ‘rising stars’, we have 
deliberately left out authors who, while undoubtedly are still 
young, are to some extent already well established. This would 
include the likes of Pénélope Bagieu, Julie Maroh, Catherine 
Meurisse, Bastien Vivès and Riad Sattouf. 

Our selection has something for everyone: from historical 
sagas, science fiction and intimate narratives to children’s ad-
venture comics, comic journalism, thrillers, comedies and lit-
erature adaptations. Let our creators, our narrative explorers, 
take you on a journey to their far-away lands. Embark upon an 
adventure through their panels and balloons, guided by their 
words and images created with a kaleidoscope  of medium and 
colours.

And if you get the urge to translate or publish their books, 
invite them to a festival or for workshops/meet & greets, an-
ywhere in the world, then we encourage you to contact their 
publisher or contact us… The Lyon Comics Festival will be 
more than happy to put you in touch!

The official English titles, publishers and year of publication have been added 
whenever possible. All unofficial title translations are marked with an *.

F
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orn in Beirut in 1981, Zeina 
Abirached studied graphic 

design at the Lebanese Academy of 
Fine Arts and then at the École Na-
tionale Supérieure des Arts Décorat-
ifs in Paris. She now divides her time 
between comics and illustration, 
regularly illustrating for festivals, the 
press and various creators. This has led 
her to producing posters for Les Belles 
Étrangères festival in 2007 and the Jazz 
à Porquerolles festival from 2012 to 
2014, as well as collaborating with mu-
sicians such as Ibrahim Maalouf (for 
the artwork of Levantine Symphony in 
2018). In addition, Zeina Abirached 
has worked as an illustrator for cook-
ery books, such as On va déguster by 
François-Régis Gaudry (Marabout, 
2016) and Manger Libanais by Kamal 
Mouzawak (Marabout, 2017). She has 
also released several comics, starting 
with [Beyrouth] Catharsis ([Beirut] Ca-
tharsis*), which won 1st prize at the 
Beirut Comics Festival in 2006, and 38 
rue Youssef Semaani (38 Youssef Semaani 
street*). Next came her autobiograph-
ical graphic novel Mourir partir reve-

nir, Le jeu des hirondelles (A game for 
swallows. To die, To Leave, To Return, 
Graphic Universe, 2012), which was 
met with huge public and critical suc-
cess and chosen for the official selec-
tion at the 2008 Angoulême festival. It 
was followed by Je me souviens Beyrouth 
(I remember Beirut, Graphic Universe, 
2014) and Agatha de Beyrouth (Aga-
tha from Beirut*), a collaboration with 
Oulipo poet Jacques Jouet. 2015 saw 
the release of the highly acclaimed Pi-
ano oriental, a narrative inspired by the 
life of her grandfather, who invented a 
new musical instrument in Beirut in 
the 1960s. It was a sensation with crit-
ics: winner of the Phénix de literature 
prize, finalist of the ACBD Critics’ 
Grand Prix, finalist of the Fnac Com-
ics Prize, part of the Angoulême fes-
tival official selection and nominated 
for the Artémisia prize. Her latest al-
bum, Prendre Refuge (Take Refuge*), was 
written with author Mathias Énard 
and follows the intertwined destinies of 
multiple characters between 1939 and 
today, from Afghanistan to Berlin. 

Drawing narratives to speak about 
Beirut and war, to exorcise and unders-
tand…

Non-fiction 
Family memory 

Middle East

B

 Quick bibliography
>  Prendre Refuge, Casterman, 2018
>  Le Piano oriental, Casterman, 2015
>  Agatha de Beyrouth avec Jacques 

Jouet, Cambourakis, 2014
>  Mouton, Cambourakis, 2012
>  Je me souviens Beyrouth,  

Cambourakis, 2008

>  Mourir partir revenir, Le jeu des 
hirondelles, Cambourakis, 2007

>  38 rue Youssef Semaani,  
Cambourakis, 2006

>  [Beyrouth] Catharsis,  
Cambourakis, 2006

Zeina ABIRACHED

© Audrey Dufer
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Zeina ABIRACHED

1939, Afghanistan, at the foot of 
the Buddhas of Bamyan: two wom-
en fleeing the war enjoy a fleeting 
relationship. Modern day, Berlin: a 
young man falls in love with a Syri-
an refugee. Mathias Énard and Zeina 
Abirached fuse their writing styles in 
this piece that draws parallels between 
the East and West. Their ‘refuge’ takes 
an intimate look at language, love, the 
poetry between characters and all that 
transcends war.

Emmanuel Guibert, Philippe Dupuy et Charles Berberian 

“An album full of nuances  
and fragility.” 

France Culture 

“A moving tale.”Les Inrockuptibles 

“If there is anyone whose works are 
capable of building bridges between 

the Middle East and Europe, then 
Abirached and Énard are certainly 

top candidates.” 
Page des libraires

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Zeina Abirached was one of the artists on display in 2017 at 
the Museum of Printing and Graphic Communication as part 
of the “Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art” exhibition, 
produced by the Lyon Comics Festival and based on the work 
of Scott McCloud. In 2020, she will once again participate in 
another collaboration between Lyon Comics and the Museum 
of Printing. The exhibition, entitled VinylesMania, will see 15 
comic artists invent or reinvent their dream vinyl album cover
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go Bienvenu (born in 1987) 
is what we’d call exception-

ally gifted. After studying at the 
École Estienne, then at Gobelins 
(film animation) and at the Califor-
nia Institute of the Arts in Los An-
geles, he turned his focus to experi-
mental animation, joining ENSAD 
as a research student. In 2010, he 
started writing and producing clips 
and short films for the television 
channels Arte and Canal+ and also 
helped create documentaries as a 
graphic artist, storyboard artist and 
director of animation. In 2014, he 
contributed to the decor, animation 
and design of the title credits for the 
film Eden by Mia Hansen-Løve. The 
same year, he released Sukkwan Is-
land, a comic book adaptation of the 
novel by David Vann. In 2015, with 
Kevin Manach, he produced the full-
length animation feature Domenica, 
written by Jean-Luc Fromental and 
Patrick Raynal. He then went on to 
produce an Ant-man mini-series 

for Marvel.  In 2017, he published 
a second comic album, Paiement ac-
cepté (Payment accepted*), the start of 
a bright future… This same year, he 
co-created the official poster for the 
Annecy International Animated Film 
Festival. In 2018, he produced a cam-
paign for Thierry Mugler, several ad-
vertising films and his first Hermès 
scarf. In 2019, he directed an advert 
for the Korean eyewear brand Gen-
tle Monster, who also commissioned 
a mural fresco! He then published 
two new comics: Premium +, which 
tells the fate of a financial genius 
who loses it all, and Préférence système 
(System preference*), a piece of social 
science fiction that looks at the pow-
ers of communication and creation. 
The latter was a huge success with 
both the general public and critics, 
winning the ACBD Critics’ Grand 
Prix as well as being part of the 2020 
Angoulême festival official selection 
and the France Télévision Public’s 
Prize. 

A bright and eclectic creator, a worthy 
successor to Moebius!

Social science fiction 
 Society 

Transmission 

U

 Quick bibliography

>  Préférence Système,  
Denoël Graphic, 2019

>  Premium +, Réalistes, 2019
>  Paiement accepté,  

Denoël Graphic, 2017

>  Sukkwan Island,  
d’après le roman de David Vann, 
Denoël Graphic, 2014

Ugo BIENVENU

© Eric Garault
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Ugo BIENVENU

In 2055, the quantity of big data has 
grown so large that we need to delete 
some to make room. Any archive hit 
with an elimination visa by the Com-
mittee of Prophets, who make such 
crucial decisions, must be erased. But 
Yves, an archivist at the Office of Es-
sentials, can’t bring himself to do it. 
He decides to save some of the more 
poetic data from oblivion, taking it 
home to store in the memory of Mik-
ki, his robot servant who is also carry-
ing the couple’s child…

Moebius, Andréas, Frederik Peeters

“The most inventive comic  
of this autumn.” 

L’Obs

“An album that spectacularly predicts 
the risks of our collective memory 

collapsing.” 
Libération

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Science fiction: one of the themes touched upon in the Lyon 
Comics Festival exhibition “Badass – The Heroines of Chil-
dren’s Comics”, which presents ten portraits of comic book 
heroines of differing styles, themes and worlds.
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avier Coste was born in 1989 
in Normandy. He graduated 

with a degree in Graphic Arts from 
the École Penninghen in Paris. In 
2012, he published his first comic 
album: Egon Schiele, vivre et mourir 
with Casterman (Egon Schiele: His 
Life and Death, Firefly Books, 2017). 
The semi-realistic biography focuses 
on the romance of the Austrian paint-
er and was well received, consequently 
being translated into several languag-
es. In 2013, he released his second al-
bum, also with a biographical theme: 
Rimbaud, l’indésirable (Rimbaud, the 
undesirable*). The Belle Époque con-
tinued to provide inspiration for À la 
derive (Adrift*), which was published 
two years later and talks of the 1910 
Great Flood of Paris. In 2017, he 
changed scenery and teamed up with 
writer Olivier Cotte to create Le Len-
demain du monde (The day after the 
world*), a piece of post-apocalyptic 

fiction that “imagines a civilisation in 
suffering”. In 2018, he adapted the 
novel The Boy and the River by Henri 
Bosco (1945) into a comic published 
by Sarbacane, reinterpreting this po-
etic and sensuous text on freedom 
and the beauty of nature in the style of 
painter Paul Cézanne. He was back to 
his old ways in 2019 for his 6th album, 
A comme Eiffel (A as in Eiffel*), which 
was written by Martin Trystram and 
recounts the hidden relationship be-
tween Gustave Eiffel and his cous-
in Alice. Dividing his time between 
comics and painting, Xavier Coste 
also frequently works as an illustrator 
for the press (Le Monde Diplomatique) 
and publishers (Livre de Poche book 
covers). He also produces posters and 
even recently designed a ‘Tea box’. 
He has several works in the pipeline, 
including a comic book adaptation of 
the George Orwell novel 1984, due 
for release in early 2021. 

Biographies, literary adaptations and 
original works, with a passion for 
beauty, love and colour.

Biopics
History
Fiction

Pictorial style

X

 Quick bibliography

>  A comme Eiffel, avec Martin 
Trystram, Casterman, 2019

>  L’Enfant et la rivière, d’après Henri 
Bosco, Sarbacane, 2018

>  Le Lendemain du monde,  
avec Olivier Cotte, Casterman, 
2017

>  À la dérive, Casterman, 2015
>  Rimbaud, L’indésirable, Casterman, 

2013
>  Egon Schiele, vivre et mourir,  

Casterman, 2012

Xavier Coste

 © DR Sarbacane
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Xavier COSTE

What secrets lie behind the rather 
bland public life of Gustave Eiffel? 
A lot is known about his big pro-
jects, but much less about the man 
himself… A paradoxical engineer (he 
practiced magnetism and kept com-
pany with Victor Hugo and the Free-
masons), Eiffel had a unique relation-
ship with the women in his life: his 
mother, daughter, wife and especially 
his cousin Alice, with whom he main-
tained a secret relationship for many 
years. Alice, the muse whose initial 
may well have been the inspiration 
behind his famous monument. Alice, 
whose beauty would sweep away the 
inflexible Eiffel, a relentless worker 
and proponent of innovative tech-
niques… A mix of historical fact and 
romantic fiction, A comme Eiffel is the 
rise-and-fall story of a modern-day 
Icarus. 

Emmanuel Lepage, François Schuiten, Enki Bilal, Hugo Pratt

“A comic with some fantastic artwork 
that tells the rise and long fall of this 
brilliant engineer of modern times.” 

RTBF

“An elegant romanticised biography 
that doesn’t shy away from its bias, 

beautifully illustrated by Xavier Coste.” 
Planète BD

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

xavier coste - martin trystram

casterman

a
comme

eiffel

As a guest at the 2013 Lyon Comics Festival, Xavier Coste 
reinterpreted a piece of art from the 2,000-strong collection 
of Lyon’s Museum of Fine Arts, amongst one of the first in 
France. Yet another example of the many partnerships between 
the Lyon Comics Festival and the city’s museums!
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y. was born in 1990 and 
took a graduate course in il-

lustration at the École de Condé in 
Paris following a vocational diploma 
in Visual communication. In 2013, 
she began a two-and-a-half-year col-
laboration for Madmoizelle.com, a 
site aimed at young women between 
the ages of 12 and 30 with 4.5 million 
monthly visitors and 230,000 fans on 
Facebook. She started off drawing 
daily life and current events, cover-
ing such topics as street harassment 
and COP21. In 2014, she started the 
column Les dessins de Cy(prine) (The 
drawings of Cy(prine)*). Based upon 
the real-life stories of her readers, she 
looks to exhibit the diversity of sex 
and touches upon notions of consent, 
respect and pleasure. She has since 
become one of Mademoizelle.com’s 
star columnists, attracting between 
100,000 and 230,000 visitors every 

week. The success of her strips landed 
her a deal with the Lyon publishing 
house Éditions Lapin, releasing two 
volumes of Vrai sexe de la vraie vie 
(Real sex in real life*) in 2016 and 
2018. In 2015, she begun a YouTube 
channel, where she posts videos of her 
speed drawings and shares advice for 
other creative professionals. In ear-
ly 2018, she launched a new format 
on her channel called Pub-à-clic, in 
which she analyses adverts. In 2019 
she took part in the collective work 
Cher corps (Dear body*), adapted from 
the YouTube series by Léa Bordier. In 
her latest creation, which comes out 
in autumn 2020 with Glénat, Cy. 
Uses coloured pencilling to tell the 
moving story of the Radium Girls, 
the young women unjustly sacrificed 
on the altar of technical progress in 
1920’s America. 

An eye for popularization, with  
casualness and style to boot…

Popularization 
Feminism 

Social criticism

C

 Quick bibliography

> Radium Girls, Glénat, 2020
> Cher Corps,  
Collectif, Delcourt, 2019

> Le Vrai sexe de la vraie vie,  
T.2, Lapin Éditions, 2018
> Le Vrai sexe de la vraie vie,  
T.1, Lapin Éditions, 2016

Cy.

© Miquette
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Cy.

New Jersey, 1918. Edna Bolz starts 
working at the United State Radium 
Corporation, a factory that supplies 
watches to the army. Alongside Kath-
erine, Mollie, Albina, Quinta and the 
others, she learns how to paint watch 
faces using Undark paint — a glow-
in-the-dark substance. The women 
get along well and even go out togeth-
er on the town. They give themselves 
the nickname ‘The Ghost Girls’, since 
they paint their nails, teeth and faces 
to (literally) dazzle everyone around 
them. However, what they don’t 
know is that radium, the fun chem-
ical they handle and play with every 
day, is in fact deadly. And when some 
of them start to suffer from anaemia, 
fractures and even tumours, concerns 
are raised... while others strive to su-
press them.

Aude Picault, Pénélope Bagieu, Marion Montaigne

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

In keeping with the period of her comic Radium girls, the Lyon 
Comics Festival backed the production of her illustrated con-
cert ‘Roaring 20s’, with music by Julien Limonne. Previewed 
at the Maison de la Poésie in Paris in 2019, the show will be 
one of the highlights of our festival’s 2020 programme.
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laire Fauvel was born in 
1988. She studied illus-

tration at the École Estienne then 
animation film at the prestigious 
École des Gobelins in Paris. She first 
worked as a decorator for cartoons 
before moving into comics so she 
could tell her own stories. Her first 
album, Une saison en Égypte (A sea-
son in Egypt*), was published in 2015 
by Casterman and is a romantic 
saga that takes place in 19th-century 
Egypt. She then illustrated La Guerre 
de Catherine (Catherine’s War, Harp-
erAlley, 2020), published in 2017 
and written by Julia Billet. Based on 
the book of the same name, it tells 
the story of a young Jewish girl who 
loves photography and must hide to 
escape persecution during the Second 
World War. For it, she won the 2018 

Fauve d’Angoulême in the children’s 
category, the Prix des lycéens for his-
torical comics and the Artémisia prize 
for historic fiction, with the jury not-
ing that she successfully portrayed 
emotion “with great finesse and 
faithfulness”. Her next work, Phool-
an Devi : Reine des bandits (Phoolan 
Devi, Rebel Queen, NBM Publishing, 
2020) was published by Casterman in 
2018. The biopic follows the extraor-
dinary story of India’s Robin Hood 
and received the Prix des cheminots 
for social and historical comic. Most 
recently, in 2020, she tried her hand 
at script writing with La Nuit est mon 
Royaume (The Night is my kingdom*). 
A post-adolescent tale of two young 
ideal heroines who can be stopped 
by nothing, mixing fictional themes 
with contemporary realism. 

A rare talent for exploring the inner-
most thoughts of characters, both real 
and fictional

Fictional comics 
female destinies

C

 Quick bibliography

>  La Nuit est mon royaume,  
Rue de Sèvres, 2020

>  Phoolan Devi : Reine des bandits, 
Casterman, 2018

>  La Guerre de Catherine,  
avec Julia Billet, Rue de Sèvres, 
2017 

>  Une Saison en Égypte, Casterman, 
2015

Claire FAUVEL

© Chloé Vollmerlo
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Claire FAUVEL

Nawel is a young 20-year-old girl 
with a fiery disposition that drives her 
to undertake all her passions to ex-
cess. This strength can be useful when 
it comes to creating music, but also 
self-destructive. She decides to form a 
rock band with her best friend Alice. 
They go to Paris to study, where they 
come face to face with the cultural 
and social divisions between the city 
and its suburbs. Unlike Alice, Naw-
el cuts ties with her family who don’t 
accept her life choices. Despite these 
difficulties, she is zealous and wants to 
fulfil her dreams of conquering Paris. 
During a ‘young talents’ music festi-
val, she meets a musician named Isak 
and falls immediately in love. Ditch-
ing her studies and the job she needed 
to make a living, she devotes her time 
to composing her first album. Thus 
begins a tough period in her life, lad-
en with work and sacrifices in a bid 
to achieve her dream… whatever the 
cost.

Manuele Fior, Jérémie Moreau, Thomas Gilbert

“Claire Fauvel draws you in. The ar-
tist, an animation graduate, uses fluid 

strokes and dynamic and clear staging, 
with smooth panelling and layout.” 

Bodoï

“Claire Fauvel demonstrates real and 
genuine empathy for her two heroines, 
which plays a huge part in the success 

of this album.” - ActuaBD

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

SOFIA and the Lyon Comics Festival held the “BD prend le 
(ground) Control!” event in March 2020 to celebrate France’s 
Year of the Comics. They gave free rein to Claire Fauvel, one of 
9 artists symbolising contemporary comics, for an exhibition 
inspired by Ground Control: a Paris venue that encourages 
people to think, create and have fun in a bid to change the 
world together.
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arim Friha was born 1980 in 
Maisons-Laffitte, north-cen-

tral France. His first introduction to 
the illustrated narrative came in the 
form of the French-Belgian comic 
classics such as Asterix and Gaston 
Lagaffe. After a science-focused sec-
ondary education, he studied the 
history of art, discovering a passion 
for the 18th and 19th centuries as 
well as the joys of The Simpsons, Cal-
vin and Hobbes and superheroes. It 
wasn’t long before his talent led him 
to work for children’s magazines and 
various animation films. His first 
published comic, Le Réveil du Zel-
phire (Rise of the Zelphire 1, 2 & 3, 
Magnetic Press, 2020), was a fantasy 
adventure and selected for the 2010 
Angoulême festival. It revealed his 
extraordinary flair for storytelling and 
his rich graphic identity, a fusion of 
European comics and manga. The 
third and last volume of the series 
was released in French by Gallimard 
BD in 2012. The following series — 

also in three volumes and with the 
same French publisher — was again 
aimed at teens and young adults and 
titled La Flamme et l’orage (Flame 
and storm*). It follows the gripping 
adventures of three freedom-loving 
youngsters who strive to resist the cult 
of the Flame, which reigns with terror 
over their city. The masterfully crafted 
political tale weaves together multiple 
plots featuring numerous characters. 
Karim Friha’s lively and expressive 
art, with a hint of phantasmagoria, 
offers stunning scenery teeming with 
odd details and complex machinery. 
His latest release, Le Mangeur d’espoir 
(The Devourer of hope*) will come 
out in Fall 2020 and blends horror 
with supernatural, halfway between 
Stephen King and Myazaki. Part of 
the “Montmartre after midnight” 
collection, it tells the story of a young 
heroine left to her own devices who 
faces mourning and illness, illustrated 
with a new technique that mixes ten-
derness with expressiveness. 

A mix between Jules Verne, Dickens, 
Goya, Victor Hugo, Tim Burton, Ste-
phen King and Hayao Miyazaki!

Teen and  
Young Adult comics 

Fantasy 
Horror

K

 Quick bibliography

>  Le Mangeur d’espoir,  
Gallimard BD, 2020

>  La Flamme et l’orage, 3 tomes 
parus, Gallimard BD, 2016 à 2018

>  Le Réveil du Zelphire, 3 tomes 
parus, Gallimard BD, 2009 à 2012

Karim FRIHA

© Friha
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Karim FRIHA

At 16, Rachel knows little of the 
carefreeness that most teenagers her 
age enjoy. She has just lost her father 
suddenly to cancer, which has also 
caused her mother to fall into deep 
depression… Perhaps the strange 
doctor Adrian Stern is the only one 
who can save her? He says that Rachel 
must delve into her mother’s memory 
to hunt down the Devourer of hope, 
an evil entity that invades the mind to 
feed off the happiest memories…

Joann Sfar, Clément Oubrerie

“Karim Friha has shown himself to be 
of the most complete authors around.” 

DBD

“A captivating story from  
the very first pages.”  

J’aime Lire Max

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

The Lyon Comics Festival also holds events… in Paris. In 
2019, Karim Friha went head to head with Chloé Cruchaudet 
— author of Mauvais genre (Wrong gender*) — in a frenzied 
comic book battle organised by the Lyon Comics Festival at 
the Paris Book Fair.
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ucas Harari was born in Paris 
in 1990, where he still lives. 

After a brief period spent in archi-
tecture, he studied at the decora-
tive arts school in Paris, specialising 
in printed image and graduating in 
2015. Having been exposed to tradi-
tional techniques of print, he started 
by publishing small fanzines on his 
own before working as a comic book 
artist and an illustrator for publishers 
and the press. The son of an architect, 
Lucas Harari was influenced by his 
family holidays spent visiting build-
ings designed by Frank Lloyd Wright, 
Le Corbusier and Peter Zumthor. He 
visited Zumthor’s thermal baths in 
Val at the age of 13 and immediately 
felt its fictional and fanciful poten-
tial. When it came to imagining his 

first comic, he drew inspiration from 
his initial shock and imparted his own 
fascination for the site onto his main 
character. And thus the first pages of 
his university project L’Aimant were 
born. This first album was published 
by Sarbacane in 2017 (Swimming in 
Darkness, Arsenal Pulp Press, 2019) 
and proved to be a masterpiece of 
hypnotic crime fiction. With it, 
the proponent of the clear line style 
made his grand entrance, and imme-
diately cemented himself as one of 
the best of France’s new generation 
of comic artists. His next work, La 
Dernière rose de l’été (The Last rose of 
summer*) is already highly anticipat-
ed; an intimate Hitchcockian tale 
inspired by the Nouvelle Vague that 
is sure to make waves… 

The master of atmospheric thrillers 
with a cinematic feel.  

Clear lines 
Thriller 

New wave

L

 Quick bibliography

>  La Dernière Rose de l’été,  
Sarbacane, à paraître en août 2020

> L’Aimant, Sarbacane, 2017

Lucas HARARI

© Audrey Dufer
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Lucas HARARI

It’s summer. Léo, a young dreamy Pa-
risian who cherishes hopes of becom-
ing a writer, is working in a laundrette 
as he looks for inspiration for his mas-
terpiece. One night, he bumps into 
his cousin who says he can go look 
after his seaside holiday home. With a 
little push from fate, the shy Léo ends 
up a few days later as the neighbour 
of rich pleasure boaters with vintage 

cars and architect’s villas. Howev-
er, despite the relaxed atmosphere, 
something fishy is going on. Young 
men are disappearing in the vicinity 
and tensions are rising… It’s in these 
odd circumstances, and as Inspector 
Beloeil leads the investigation, that 
Léo meets his neighbour, a wild and 
hot-headed teenage girl: the beautiful 
Rose.

Hergé, Yves Chaland, Ted Benoît, Charles Burns, Daniel Clowes

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Lucas Harari was invited to the Lyon Comics Festival in 2018, 
taking part in the muted and mysterious atmosphere typical 
of that year highlighted by the Corto Maltese exhibition at the 
Confluences Museum: a major display with striking decor 
where original works by Hugo Pratt echoed the spectacular 
pieces in the museum’s collections.
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orn in 1986, Alex W. Inker 
is a comic art graduate from 

the Institut Saint-Luc de Bruxelles, 
and also has a degree in Arts and cul-
ture with a specialisation in cinema 
(2007) and a Masters in Aesthetics, 
practice and theory of contemporary 
art (2010). For a period of time, he 
taught comparisons between cine-
ma and comics at the University of 
Lille, also organising “Introduction 
to comics workshops” in schools, 
colleges and libraries across his home 
region of Avesnois, Northern France. 
Parallel to his research, he provided 
illustrations for a range of publica-
tions including SOS dans le cosmos 
(Guillaume Guéraud, 2015 and began 
work on the storyline of what would 
be his first album, Apache, published 
in 2016 by Sarbacane. Winner of the 
SNCF Fauve for crime fiction at the 
2017 Angoulême festival, the album 
was a success with both the general 
public and critics. It was then that 
he decided to put aside his universi-
ty studies and fully dedicate himself 
to comics, drawing and inking with 

a brush. His next album, Panama Al 
Brown, told the incredible story of 
a world champion black American 
boxer who became a regular on the 
Paris jazz scene and lover of Jean Coc-
teau in the roaring ‘20s. It was once 
again praised by critics (selected for 
the 2017 International Töpffer Prize) 
and taken by Camille Duvelleroy who 
produced an interactive digital ad-
aptation for Arte in 2018. His third 
album, Servir le peuple (Serve the Peo-
ple!), was an adaptation of the subver-
sive novel by Yan Lianke. In it, Inker 
pastiches the illustrated magazines of 
Chinese propaganda which circulat-
ed during the Cultural revolution 
and creates sketches loaded with erot-
icism. The work was nominated for 
the official competition of the 2019 
Angoulême Festival. His latest piece, 
Un travail comme un autre (Work like 
any other), is a graphic novel set in 
Steinbeck’s America during the Great 
Depression and is an adaptation of 
the humanist fable by American 
writer Virginia Reeves. 

From the Great Depression to the 
Cultural Revolution: when the indivi-
dual is crushed by history.

Novel adaptations 
biopics 

History

B

 Quick bibliography

>  Un Travail comme un autre, d’après 
Virginia Reeves, Sarbacane, 2020

>  Servir le peuple, d’après Yan Lianke, 
Sarbacane, 2018

>  Panama Al Brown, avec Jacques 
Goldstein, Sarbacane, 2017

> Apache, Sarbacane, 2016

Alex W. INKER

© Olivier Despicht
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Alex W. INKER

1920s Alabama: Roscoe T. Martin is 
fascinated by electricity, the immense 
force that has been sweeping across 
the nation. He dedicates his life to it, 
becoming an electrician. However, he 
is forced to give up his job when his 
wife Marie inherits the family farm. 
Year after year, the land fails to yield 
what it promises. Facing bankruptcy, 
Roscoe has the brainwave of siphon-
ing electricity from Alabama Pow-
er. It works a treat, until the day his 
primitive wiring costs the life of an 
employee. What follows is a jail cell, 
the breakdown of a marriage and an 
unforgiving land… 

Jacques Tardi, Jacques Ferrandez, Catel

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Alex W. Inker’s extraordinary original art will be on display 
during the 2020 Lyon Comics Festival at the Kiblind gallery, 
much to the delight of both collectors and afficionados!
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amille Jourdy was born in 
1979 to a family of paint-

ers and woodcarvers and grew up in 
Dole, in the Jura region of France. She 
graduated in 2003 from the École 
supérieure d’art in Épinal, where 
she wrote and produced her first al-
bum, Une Araignée, des tagliatelles et 
au lit, tu parles d’une vie! (A Spider, 
tagliatelle and bed, that’s my life!*). She 
continued her studies at the École 
supérieure des Arts Décoratifs in 
Strasbourg, specialising in illustra-
tion and comics. In 2005, she earned 
her degree with her final-year project 
being the start of Rosalie Blum. The 
album, published in three volumes 
between 2007 and 2009 by Actes 
Sud BD, received the RTL Prize and 
the Breakthrough Prize at the 2010 
Angoulême International Comics 
Festival. It was also adapted for cin-
ema by Julien Rappeneau in 2016. 

In 2012, she co-wrote the script for 
the short animated film Comme des 
lapins (Like Rabbits) by Osman Cer-
fon. While continuing to work on 
illustrations and children’s albums 
(Actes Sud, Albin Michel, Moulin 
Roty, MeMo, etc.), Camille Jourdy 
returned to graphic novels in 2016 
with Juliette, Les Fantômes reviennent 
au printemps (Juliette, The Ghosts re-
turn in spring*), again published by 
Actes Sud. In 2018, she illustrated 
a children’s novel, Truffe et Machin 
(Twit and Thingy*), written by her 
husband Émile Cucherousset. The al-
bum Les Vermeilles (The Vermilions*), 
an acrobatic initiation story published 
in 2019, received the Comics Pépite 
at the Montreuil Children’s Book Fair 
and the Fauve for children’s com-
ics at the 2020 Angoulême Festival. 
Camille Jourdy has lived and worked 
in Lyon since 2006. 

From Rosalie Blum to Vermeilles, the 
art and style of telling family stories, to 
adults and children alike.

Intimate comics 
family relationships 

 Teen & Young Adults 
comics

C

 Quick bibliography

>  Les Vermeilles, Actes Sud BD, 2019
>  C’est pas du gâteau,  

Actes Sud BD, 2016
>  Juliette, Les Fantômes reviennent au 

printemps, Actes Sud BD, 2016
>  Rosalie Blum, 3 tomes parus,  

Actes Sud BD, 2007 à 2009

>  Séraphine, ou le charme incertain, 
Drozophile, 2006

> Peau d’ours, Drozophile, 2006
>  Une Araignée, des tagliatelles  

et au lit, tu parles d’une vie !,  
Drozophile, 2004

Camille JOURDY

© Actes Sud
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Camille JOURDY

Beautiful weather for a picnic! But 
not for Jo, the youngest of the step-
family, who runs away to lose herself 
in a weird and wonderful forest that 
hides many surprises. She meets the 
Vermilions, beautiful colourful po-
nies, as well as a small, extraordinary 
population who go to war against a 
tyrannical tomcat…

Étienne Davodeau, Pascal Rabaté, Marguerite Abouet

“A weird and overpowering coming-
of-age story, whose delicate waterco-
lours make for a placid atmosphere.” 

ActuaBD

“Her tale is rich in morals and emo-
tion, the watercolours offer an ex-

quisite airiness to her work: Camille 
Jourdy’s comic is pure beauty.” 

Télérama

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Camille Jourdy is one of the thirty artists from all over the 
world who participated in Héro(ïne)s: a project, exhibition 
and book produced by the Lyon Comics Festival and J.-C. 
Deveney that tackles the under-representation of female char-
acters throughout the history of comics. She also received the 
‘Jury’s favourite’ prize at the 2016 Lyon Comics Festival for 
Juliette.
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imothé Le Boucher was born 
in 1988 and developed a pas-

sion for illustrated narratives at a 
very early age, drawing his first com-
ics at 10 years old. While a student 
at Angoulême’s École européenne 
supérieur de l’image, he was nomi-
nated for the Young Talents catego-
ry at the 2010 International Comics 
Festival. In 2011, aged 22, he released 
his first album Skins Party, which tells 
the story of a no-holds-barred party 
amongst friends that goes horribly 
wrong. The following year, the album 
was chosen as part of the Official 
Selection of the Angoulême festival. 
His second work, Les Vestiaires (The 
Locker Room, Life Drawn, 2021), was 
a brutal tale of adolescence behind 
the closed doors of a school and pub-
lished by La Boîte à bulles in 2014. 
After earning a Master’s degree in 
Comics in 2013 as well as a National 
Superior Diploma in Plastic Arts in 
2014, Timothé Le Boucher moved 
to Strasbourg. He then started work-
ing for Topo, a teen magazine. His 
third comic Ces jours qui disparaissent 

(These days that disappear*) came out 
in 2017 with Glénat Éditions. This 
fantasy tale about a person with a 
personality disorder was a phenom-
enal success, both with the critics 
and general public. it won a host of 
prizes including Prix des Libraires  
for Comics and the Prize for Best 
Science Fiction Comic at Utopiales 
2018. It was also part of the first nom-
inations of the ACBD Critics’ Grand 
Prix and the Official Selection of the 
2018 Angoulême Festival. In 2018, 
he illustrated three albums in the se-
ries of children’s novels Jo, champion 
de foot (Jo, football champion*), writ-
ten by Sylvain Zorzin and published 
by Bayard. Three others followed in 
2019. The same year, his graphic nov-
el Le Patient (The Patient*) was pub-
lished by Glénat. This Hitchcockien 
psychological thriller was one of the 
six finalists of the 2020 Fnac-France 
Inter Comics Prize. Taking a realist 
approach, Le Patient tackles some of 
the artist’s favourite themes: personal 
relationships and the notions of time, 
identity and memory. 

A manga style to underpin a major 
narrative prowess that explores  
the depths of the soul and identity…

Fantasy 
Thriller 

manga style

T

 Quick bibliography

>  Le Patient, Glénat, 2019
>  Jo, champion de foot, avec Sylvain 

Zorzin, 6 tomes parus,  
Bayard Jeunesse, 2018-2019

>  Ces jours qui disparaissent,  
Glénat, 2017

>  Les Vestiaires, La Boîte à bulles, 
2014 

> Skins Party, Manolosanctis, 2011

Timothé LE BOUCHER

© Joel Saget AFP
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Timothé LE BOUCHER

The police stop a young girl wan-
dering the streets, soaked in blood 
and holding a knife. Upon entering 
her home, the officers are confront-
ed with the horrific sight of a fami-
ly massacre... Six years later, Pierre 
Grimaud, the sole survivor, wakes up 
from a deep coma. The teenager he 
was at the time of the atrocity is now a 
young, 21-year-old man. Disorientat-
ed, still paralysed and suffering from 
partial amnesia, he is seen to by doc-
tor Kieffer, a psychologist specialising 
in criminology and victimology… 

Frederik Peeters, Hubert

“Yet another masterpiece from Ti-
mothé Le Boucher! An intelligent 

psychological thriller with multiple 
storylines.”  
Comixtrip

“One of the year’s best albums.” 
ActuaBD

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

The narrative talents of Timothé le Boucher will certainly make 
him an ideal member of the Webtrip project, an international 
collaborative comic begun by the Lyon Comics Festival, with 
4 successive seasons already published online. We dare you…
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urélie Neyret was born near 
Lyon in 1983. When she was 

a child, she dreamed of living on a 
boat, collected all sorts of weird and 
pointless things, loved reading under 
the covers at night, building dens 
and, more than anything, drawing! 
It was after a brief stint at the École 
Emile Cohl that she decided to devel-
op her style alone and teach herself. 
She soon started working with various 
children’s magazines and notably il-
lustrated for the J’aime Lire (I like to 
read) book series. After illustrating 
Les Vacances de Monsieur Rhino (The 
Holidays of Mr Rhino*), a children’s 
album written by Raphaël Baud 
(Éditions Chocolat !) as well as sev-
eral comic collaborations with oth-
er artists, she published her first full 
album alongside Joris Chamblain. 
Titled Les Carnets de Cerise (Cici’s 
Journal, First Second, 2017), it was 
published as part of the Métamor-

phose collection by Éditions Soleil in 
2012. The series was a huge hit with 
the public (over 1 million copies sold) 
and won the 2014 Children’s Prize at 
the Angoulême International Comics 
Festival, the Junior comics category of 
the Livrentête Prize and the Saint-
Michel Prize (Children-comedy 
category). In 2017, Éditions Soleil 
published the fifth and final volume 
of Carnets de Cerise. Two years later, 
Aurélie Neyret was back with a new 
series called Lulu et Nelson (Lulu and 
Nelson). Written by Charlotte Girard 
and Jean-Marie Omont, it follows a 
young girl born into the circus and 
the series of dramatic events she en-
counters while travelling across India, 
Naples and Durban. Lulu et Nelson 
is also the title of the animated film 
produced by Les Armateurs and di-
rected by Paul Leluc, which is due for 
release in 2021. 

The new queen of children’s comics  
who fuses adventure, introspection 
and emotion.

Children’s  
& teen’s comics 

Investigation 
Adventure 

Introspection

A

 Quick bibliography

>  Lulu et Nelson, T.1, with Charlotte 
Girard and Jean-Marie Omont,  
Soleil, 2019

>  Les Carnets de Cerise, with Joris 
Chamblain, 5 volumes and a spe-
cial edition, Soleil, 2012 to 2018

>  The Rolling Stones en BD, Collectif, 
Petit à petit, 2010

>  Contes des Indes en BD,  
Collectif, Petit à petit, 2010

>  Contes et légendes des pays celtes en 
BD, Collectif, Petit à petit, 2009

>  Michael Jackson en BD,  
Collectif, Petit à petit, 2009

Aurélie NEYRET

© Traumrune
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Aurélie NEYRET

Spring 1964 in Naples, Italy. Lucia, 
ten years old, lives with a circus troop 
alongside her father and is especially 
enamoured with her lion, Cyrus. Af-
ter a terrible fire ravages everything, 
she is determined to overcome her 
sadness and devises a plan… go to 
South Africa where they have lions! 
Never short of ideas, she runs away 
and climbs aboard a cargo ship, be-
fore being joined at the last minute by 
her father. Upon arriving in Durban, 
they discover a country beset by in-
equality. Unwittingly caught up in a 
protest, Roberto tries to defend Nel-
son, a young black boy beaten by an 
unscrupulous police officer, and gets 
arrested… Lulu and Nelson, who the 
world wants to separate, are bound 
together in the same fight: a quest for 
freedom.

Cyril Pedrosa, Julien Neel

“This first volume is captivating and 
promises much to come.” 

La Dépêche

“This comic possesses a lively plot 
with a unique setting and a heroic 
duo that we can’t wait to see again. 
Aurélie Neyret’s design really draws 

you in. We want the sequel right 
now!” 

Télérama

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Les Carnets de Cerise is also a comic show that combines the-
atre, music and video, created by the collective Improjection 
and co-produced by Goneprod and the Lyon Comics Festival 
in 2018. The show was last played at the Célestins theatre as 
part of Strip en scène event in partnership with the Lyon Com-
ics Festival.
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harlotte Pollet was born in 
1988, in the Paris region, 

into a family that would sing at the 
top of their lungs, read a countless 
number of books, be constantly 
laughing and where everyone was a 
little bit barmy. From 2008 to 2013, 
she studied in the Illustration de-
partment of the École Supérieure des 
Arts décoratifs in Strasbourg. After-
wards, she moved to Brussels, where 
she currently works as an editorial 
cartoonist and artist: she “invents 
stories, draws them and adds loads 
of jokes” which makes her “very, 
very happy”. Her first book, Pipistrel-
li, was a children’s comic and pub-
lished by Éditions Biscoto in January 

2019. In this joyful album, which 
was in the running for the Comic 
Pépite at the Montreuil Children’s 
Book Fair and the Children’s Prize at 
the Angoulême International Com-
ics Festival 2020, Charlotte Pollet 
throws wind to the rulebook and 
puts her own twist on the tradition-
al genres. The cheerful and thrilling 
initiation story manages to remain 
intelligent and delicate, featuring a 
gallery of contrasting female figures. 
Throughout her saga, the heroine 
meets all variety of characters, making 
us question greed, the ridiculousness 
of fanaticism and, most importantly, 
the power of friendship. 

A first children’s comic as hard to  
categorise as it is to forget!

Children’s comics 
Comedy

C

 Quick bibliography

> Pipistrelli, Biscotto, 2019

Charlotte POLLET

© DR Biscotto
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Charlotte POLLET

How mysterious: what is this giant 
egg doing in the middle of the forest? 
Whatever the reason, Olive Pipistrel-
li will do anything to return it to its 
nest. But the road ahead looks bumpy 
and the egg isn’t the most inconspicu-
ous of items. A nutty professor, a so-
called polite snakes and some weird 
men in pants seem quite interested… 
and then there’s this forest ninja that 
is on the prowl. Good luck Pipistrelli, 
and stay cool!

Benjamin Renner, Anouk Ricard, Marc Boutavant

“Somewhere between dreamworld 
and reality, fact and fantasy, Charlotte 

Pollet’s story is fantastic not only 
because it’s original, but also because 
of its comical and quirky situations. 

You’ll fall in love with Pipistrelli’s 
adventures and imagination!” 

Comixtrip

“Pipistrelli is the best way to start off 
this new year. Its ebullient heroine is 

the ideal character for madcap adven-
tures, and the small world invented by 

Charlotte Pollet is the perfect setting 
for her to thrive. […] This comic has 
it all: surprise, enthusiasm and child-

hood emotions along with an original 
layout and tempo. Bravo!” 

Télérama

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Ever since its inception in 2006, the Lyon Comics Festival has 
always made children’s comics one of its priorities. Every year, 
we have a Junior Comics area with creative workshops, artist 
meets, exhibitions and shows for our younger visitors.
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ulie Rocheleau was born in 
Canada in 1982. From 1999 

to 2002, she studied traditional an-
imated design at the Cégep du Vieux 
Montréal and worked as a freelance 
journalist in the field from 2002 to 
2011. She also helped design charac-
ters and storyboards for various ani-
mation studios and a few independ-
ent short films, while at the same 
time illustrating several children’s 
books. At the start of the 2010s, she 
decided to focus on comics with La 
Fille invisible (The Invisible Girl*), 
written by Émilie Villeneuve. The al-
bum won the Joe Shuster Award and 
the Réal-Filion Prize at the Franco-
phone Quebec Comics Festival for 
first professional album. In 2013, 
with Olivier Bocquet writing the sto-
ryline, she published the first volume 
of her triptych La Colère de Fantômas 
with Dargaud (The Wrath of Fantômas, 
Titan Comics, 2019). While working 
with Bocquet, Rocheleau became 

friends with scriptwriter Véronique 
Cazot, with whom she would publish 
Betty Boob with Casterman in 2017 
(About Betty’s Boob, Archaia, 2018). It 
tells the story of a young girl suffering 
from breast cancer and the effects it 
had on her life. The work was a big 
success and won the 2018 Fnac Com-
ic Prize as well as the Québec Prix 
des Libraires Award in the comics 
category. Her latest album, Traverser 
l’autoroute (Crossing the motorway*) 
was written by Sophie Bienvenu and 
recently published by La Pastèque. It 
describes the mournful and tedious 
life of a suburban couple and their 
teen son, until an unexpected event 
turns everything upside down. In ad-
dition to her work as a comic artist, 
she continues to produce illustra-
tions for novels, posters and small 
independent publications. She lives 
and works in the Rosemont – La Pe-
tite-Patrie district of Montreal. 

Using art to adopt, interpret, expand 
and bring to life other people’s stories …

Intimate comics 
Teen and Young Adult 

comics

J

 Quick bibliography

>  Traverser l’autoroute, avec Sophie 
Bienvenu, La Pastèque, 2020

>  Betty Boob, avec Véro Cazot,  
Casterman, 2017

>  La Petite Patrie, avec Normand 
Grégoire, La Pastèque, 2015

>  La Colère de Fantômas, avec Olivier 
Bocquet, 3 tomes parus, Dargaud, 
2013 à 2015 

>  La Fille invisible,  
avec Émilie Villeneuve, Glénat 
Québec, 2010

Julie ROCHELEAU

© Christophe Forget
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Julie ROCHELEAU

A house with a garage, a lawnmower, 
tools that are never touched, a pool 
used for a quick dip once a year, a 
difficult relationship with a 16-year-
old son, a couple bogged down in the 
routine… What makes our life bear-
able? Writer Sophie Bienvenu offers 
an extraordinary snapshot of modern 
living, illustrated by the exceptional 
artwork of Julie Rocheleau. 

Cyril Pedrosa, Régis Loisel

“Julie Rocheleau is undoubtedly a gifted artist! Her art truly embellishes this 
family tale full of words left unsaid and frustration. Surprising, funny and 

beautiful.”  
Comixtrip

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Everyone at the Lyon Comics Festival is a big fan of Julie! She 
participated in the album Webtrip season 4: Correspondances, 
published in 2017 with four artists from Lyon and four form 
Quebec. She was then in residency, and later on display, at the 
Lyon Museum of Contemporary Art in 2018. In 2019, she 
was commissioned to create the Lyon Comics Festival greet-
ings card and we hope that we will continue working together 
in the future!
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Fabien Toulmé was born in 
1980 in Orléans. A reader of 

classic Franco-Belgian comics (Tin-
tin, Lucky Luke, Asterix) from as early 
as he can remember, he started draw-
ing around the age of 7. He studied 
civil engineering and urbanism, 
then travelled abroad (Brazil, Benin, 
French Guiana and Guadeloupe) for 
ten years for his work. After meet-
ing some Brazilian illustrators, he 
returned to France in 2008 with as-
pirations of working in comics, pub-
lishing a few stories online and then 
in magazines (Psikopat). He con-
tributed to the cheery online series 
Les Autres Gens, created by Thomas 
Cadène, and to the collectives Vivre 
dessous (Manolosanctis) and Alimen-
tation Générale (Vide Cocagne). In 
2012, he visited the Angoulême Fes-
tival where he pitched to Éditions 
Delcourt the idea of creating a comic 
based on the birth of his daughter 
Julia, whose Down Syndrome went 

undetected during pregnancy. Ce 
n’est pas toi que j’attendais (I wasn’t 
expecting you*) came out in 2014 
and shook both the general public 
and critics. His next publication was 
Les Deux Vies de Baudouin (The Two 
Lives of Baudouin*), a graphic novel 
about a man who decides to fulfil his 
dreams after being diagnosed with an 
incurable cancer. In 2018, L’Odyssée 
d’Hakim (The Odyssey of Hakim*) was 
published by Delcourt, a comic jour-
nalism series that chronicles the in-
credible journey of a Syrian refugee. 
It follows a young nursery owner who 
is building his life as a young adult 
before seeing his country succumb to 
war, his family torn to pieces and his 
property confiscated and destroyed. 
He is relentlessly driven further and 
farther from his home, but always 
harbours the hope of returning to his 
country, his family and the place he 
grew up… 

Autobiography, fiction, real-life co-
mics… the Swiss Army knife of French 
comic books!

Documentary comic 
 autofiction 

society

F

 Quick bibliography

>  L’Odyssée d’Hakim, T3 :  
De la Macédoine à la France,  
Delcourt, 2020

>  L’Odyssée d’Hakim, T2 :  
De la Turquie à la Grèce,  
Delcourt, 2019

>  L’Odyssée d’Hakim, T1 :  

De la Syrie à la Turquie,  
Delcourt, 2018

>  Les Deux Vies de Baudouin,  
Delcourt, 2017

>  Ce n’est pas toi que j’attendais,  
Delcourt, 2014

Fabien TOULMÉ

© Delcourt
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Fabien TOULMÉ

By crossing the sea, Hakim and his 
son thought they had escaped the 
worse. But whether it be the deten-
tion centre or border police, many 
new challenges lie ahead. Will they 
ever manage to return to their family? 
The third and final episode of the crit-
ically acclaimed trilogy based on the 
true life of a Syrian refugee.

Guy Delisle, David B, Manu Larcenet

“Fabien Toulmé listened to a young 
Syrian recount his journey from Da-
mas to Aix-en-Provence. The result is 

an enthralling and salutary album.” 
Les Inrocks

“Injustice, revolt, sadness and com-
passion: the emotion is overflowing 
in this graphic novel produced with 
reserve, sincerity, commitment and 

intrigue.” 
L’Express

« Qui se cache derrière le migrant ? 
“What don’t we see behind the mi-

grant? A life of sacrifice and violence. 
Leaving your country means rebuild-

ing a life in a country that you’ve 
idolised but that isn’t expecting you. 
L’Odyssée d’Hakim by Fabien Toul-

mé is from this standpoint, heart 
rendering.” 
France Inter

 Latest gem

 Peas in a pod

Fabien Toulmé is a regular face at the Lyon Comics Festival, 
where he received the 2015 ‘Golden Thing’ Prize for Ce n’est 
pas toi que j’attendais. In 2017, he was asked by the Festival and 
the Confluences Museum to produce a comic to mirror the 
exhibition Venenum, the great history of poison. He was also part 
of the exhibition “Threesome: France, Switzerland, Belgian”, 
compiled in 2019.
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hloé Wary was born in 1995 
in the Parisian suburbs. She 

discovered comics, and much more, 
at the youth centre of her hometown 
of Chilly-Mazarin, where she took les-
sons in comics from the age of 12. At 
school, she decided to make a career 
out of art and studied for a post-sec-
ondary education arts diploma in il-
lustration at the Lycée Renoir in Par-
is. One of her teachers, Alessandro 
Tota, also an artist, introduced her to 
underground American cinema and 
comics from the ‘60s and ‘70s. Her 
final year project was a fictional com-
ic on Saudi Arabian women fighting 
for their rights, including the right 
to drive. It was published in 2017 by 
Éditions Steinkis with the title Con-
duite interdite (Banned from driving*) 
and was extremely well received. In 

2019, Saison des Roses (Season of Ros-
es*) was published by Éditions FL-
BLB and put female emancipation 
at the centre of a football pitch. The 
story and characters were inspired by 
real events on the field as well as her 
school memories, at a time in life 
when we all learn to take responsibili-
ty for our choices. The album received 
the France Télévisions Public Prize 
at the 2020 Angoulême Festival, the 
2019 Nouvelle-Aquitaine Children’s 
Prize, the 2020 Artémisia prize for 
emancipation and the Golden Glo-
bos Grand Prix at the Colomiers 
Comics Festival. Now working as an 
artist, illustrator and graphic de-
signer, she alternates between artist 
residencies, commissions and collab-
orations to bring her book ideas to 
life. 

Narrating the fight for equality,  
here and elsewhere.

Feminist narrative 
Comics for Teens  
and Young Adults

C

 Quick bibliography

> Saison des Roses, FLBLB, 2019
> Conduite interdite, Steinkis, 2017

Chloé WARY

© France télévisions
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Chloé WARY

The Roses of Rosigny is the name of 
the women’s team at the Rosigny-sur-
Seine football club. Barbara, the cap-
tain, is in the midst of her high school 
exams, as are all her teammates who 
are like a second family. She is strong 
willed and gets on great with the coach 
Esteban. However, when subsidies are 
cut, the club’s director takes the Roses 
out of the league in order to focus all 
resources on the men’s team. Barbara, 
first stunned by this injustice, rallies 
her teammates to find sponsors and, 
more importantly, to question this 
decision by playing a match: the Ros-
es of Rosigny against the boys. On the 
pitch, at home against her mum, at 
school, in the neighbourhood and at 
the club, Barbara learns much about 
herself and how to defend her choices.

Manuele Fior, Simon Roussin, Lucie Castel, Pénélope Bagieu

“An energetic and colourful graphic 
novel, a far cry from the clichés of 
feminism and life in the suburbs.” 

Télérama

“The artist uses her unique style of 
colour to throw a new light on the 

city estate, which makes for an exci-
ting and vibrant piece of work.” 

Huffpost

“Saison des roses is one of this 
spring’s most striking books, not 

only for its subject and the strength 
with which it is tackled, but also its 
graphic style. Chloé Wary is one of 

2019’s biggest breakthroughs for us.” 
ActuaBD
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Here and elsewhere… every year, the Lyon Comics Festival be-
comes more and more international with new long-term part-
nerships. The Festival has most notably worked with Germany, 
Quebec, Argentina, Shanghai, Algeria, England and Catalonia 
on various publishing projects as well as co-producing shows, 
exhibitions and co-creations between artists.
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